INDIANA in TRANSIT

The Past and Future of Our State in Motion
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Indiana is a state of nearly seven million
people spread over 36,418 square miles. It
functions as a connecting route for much of
what lies on its borders and as such its internal connectedness is of importance both to
its own destiny and that of the entire midwest region of the country. What follows are
circumstances that have challenged Indiana and the transportation solutions it has
employed to over come those challenges.
This is a story that is still being told and my
telling merely continues it. I intend to briefly account the major moments in Indiana’s
transportation history for the purpose of
looking to its transit future.
In Indiana’s two hundred years of existence the state has connected its population
by means of a myriad of technologies. It
was first traversed by Europeans in the late
Seventeenth century by boat and on foot
as French priest and explorer Robert Cavalier LaSalle explored the area around Lake
Michigan. Settled by the English and French
in the Eighteenth Century, Indiana’s development would thereafter be guided by the
great technological advances of the industrial revolution. The way it utilized those
advances were unique to its situation and
personality.

CORYDON TO INDIANAPOLIS
Indiana’s first state capitol sat on its far
Southern border along the Ohio River. People had entered the state from points south
and east, coming by steam ship and flatboat
up the Ohio River. And as had happened
throughout human history, a city grew up
beside the waterway. Today the town of
Corydon, Indiana maintains historic markers
and places of significance to Indiana’s history. But at the time of Indiana’s early statehood, beginning in 1816, the site was simply
too remote from the rest of the young state’s
landmass to remain a viable capitol city.
According to the U.S. Census Bureau, in
1820 when a commission was formed to
establish the site of the new capitol, Indiana
had a population of 147,718. The challenge
at the time was to expand and establish the
state’s entire geography as a productive
entrant in the national union. The location
of the capitol at Indianapolis was decided on
and five years later the seat of government
was officially moved. This was an area unsettled by nearly anyone other than Natives
tribes. Indiana faced a genuine connectivity
crisis at their statehouse in the woods.
It was believed that The White River, which
flowed lazily through the center of the site
at Indianapolis could be made navigable.
Besides that, the U.S. government had been
involved building a national road Westward
out of Baltimore, Maryland and the projected route had it passing through Indianapolis.
The city seemed on the verge of a connectivity revolution. Then came the day in 1831
when the steamboat Robert Hannah, carrying materials to be used in the construction
of the National Road, ran aground and became stuck on its return trip
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from Indianapolis back down the White
River. No steamboat ever attempted the trip
again.
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CANALS: AMBITIONS FOR
IMPROVEMENT
Canals, artificial waterways built connecting
existing routes, had worked to great effect in
New York and Ohio and sentiment in Indiana suggested it could work well there too.
Four years before the drama of the steamboat Robert Hannah the U.S. Government
gave a generous grant of land to the state for
the purpose of internal improvements. Many
voices called for canals but one in particular
saw a different prospect.
Then governor James B. Ray advised in
favor of railroads, a much newer technology
which were just then having their first trials
in Britain and being considered by rail surveys in Kentucky and North Carolina. But
many well moneyed interests in Indiana, like
the so called “Wabash Group” were vocal
proponents of Canals. And once The White
River proved unnavigable the prospect of
canals became all the more attractive. What
was widely agreed was that the state needed
to “…prosecute a grand system of improvements.”

In 1836 Governor Noah Noble signed the
Mammoth Internal Improvements Bill and
at the center were, fatefully, canals. Three
major canal projects were undertaken simultaneously that if completed would cross-connect destinations as far away as Toledo, Ohio
and Evansville and Lawrenceberg, Indiana
and Michigan City far to the north.
The project fell prey to exterior economic
problems when The Panic of 1837 caused
prices nationwide to collapse. There was
also considerable corruption within in the
state’s administration of the borrowed
funds. Such that by 1841 Indiana could not
even meet the interest payments from the
Improvements Bill owed mostly to British
creditors.
The 464-mile section of the Wabash and Erie
Canal linking Toledo, Ohio with Evansville
was eventually completed by 1853 but it
only ever paid back approximately a fifth of
the construction investment through operating revenues.
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In amongst the canals and roadways undertaken through the Mammoth Internal Improvements Bill was also one lone Railroad.
The Madison to Indianapolis line which
was begun along with the canals in the late
1830s. Begun in 1837, the year of The Financial Panic, it would be nine years before
the inaugural Indiana railroad was finished
to Indianapolis
POPULATION BOOM AND TRANSIT
SOLUTIONS
Indiana’s population grew from 685,866
in 1840 to 988,416 ten years later. Also in
that time, between 1849 and 1851, the track
mileage jumped from one hundred miles to
two hundred and forty-five and it was expected to redouble again within that next
year. By the 1850s Rail had emerged as the
national transit choice for commercial expansion and population transport and Indiana was at the center, growing with it by
leaps and bounds.

Indianapolis, already unique as a population center and capitol city not oriented on a
major waterway, became an absolute first as
a city whose significance was tied entirely
to the railroads. No less than seven distinct
railroads radiated out from Indianapolis by
the end of 1853. As stated in Railroads of
Indiana by Francis Parker and Richard S.
Simons, in the second half of the Nineteenth
Century, particularly after The Civil War,
Railroads were, “No longer a promoted
‘internal improvement’…railroads were now
aggressive private companies vying to expand and dominate.”
THE INTERURBAN ERA
Between 1850 and 1900 Indiana’s population grew from 988,416 to 2,516,462. This
necessarily posed new challenges and made
new demands for transportation. Partially an
extension of the rail revolution of the second half of the Nineteenth Century, the rise
of electric interurban rail is also a unique
product of the commercial and population
environment of turn-of-the Twentieth-Century Indiana. Based on technology then being
developed by competing concerns on both
sides of the Atlantic, the effort to harness
electricity was one of the most contested
technological issues of the era.
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Henry was an entrepreneur who had been
instrumental in bringing manufacturing jobs
to his area after enormous reserves of natural gas were discovered throughout central
Indiana. In 1893 he attended the Chicago
World’s Fair and by his own account was inspired by some of the exhibits to expand the
scope of the electric rail service in his area.
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In the case of transportation streetcars pulled
along rail had been a fixture for decades,
usually pulled by mules or horses. This
was notoriously impractical and numerous
other options were attempted as they became available, including steam, generally
too messy and noisy for close quarters city
transit, and cable systems, a very costly and
complex system that had its day but was
eventually replaced in most cases by what
would be called “electric traction.”
Frank Julian Sprague, a former assistant
of Thomas Edison, eventually created the
electric motor design that would give birth
to the trolley and interurban era. The overhead “wheel barrow” design, with electricity transported from wire to motor via an
antenna on top of the car. It was this design
that had been employed by central Indiana’s
Charles L. Henry to connect the workers in
his town with their jobs.

By 1897 he and his colleagues had successfully laid a connecting electric rail line between Anderson and Alexandria, some nine
miles away. Alexandria was also a burgeoning manufacturing hub. And all of the land
surrounding was populated by farmers who
needed their produce transported and could
feed the local economies with their business.
Henry’s Union Traction Company grew to
an eventual peak of 410 track miles.
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Charles Henry’s model was in development
elsewhere throughout the country and took
off with considerable speed in Indiana. In
less than twenty years there would only be
three towns in Indiana with population over
five thousand that were not connected by
interurban rail.
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THE AGE OF THE AUTOMOBILE
By 1901, as interurban service spread
throughout Indiana another innovation was
emerging. The number of automobiles produced from 1899 through 1900 was just
under three thousand. The number produced
for the year of 1901 was just over three
thousand. From there automobile production
would grow exponentially until the year that
Union Traction of Indiana reached its height
in 1916 when automobile production had
grown to well over a million.

FUTURE SOLUTIONS
According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics in 1918 the average U.S. household
income was $1518. A Ford Model-T cost
between $330 and $360 dollars, about one
third of a year’s pay for a family to buy a
car. Today, according to the Indianapolis Star
newspaper, the average household income in
Indiana is $38,812. And as reported by USA
Today the average transaction cost for a new
automobile is $31,252, four fifths yearly
income.

Each Interurban line was owned by private
companies answerable to shareholders.
They were only run for as long as they were
profitable. And with the proliferation of the
automobile and with state investment in
roads expanded and reorganized from 1918
through 1926 the Electric Interurbans could
not compete.

According to a 2012 report by the Indiana
Environmental Council, Indiana can be expected to routinely spend a billion dollars a
year on highway projects. This is not a state
shy about infrastructure investment. It has
historically experienced difficulty, with the
failure of the 1836 Internal Improvements
Bill and it benefited strongly from private
development with the railroads and interurbans. But Indiana has seen the advantages of
connectivity and has learned to invest. That
is its history.

From the 1920s on the automobile rose
while the Interurbans declined until by the
1950s only one electric interurban line remained, The South Shore Line which still
runs to this day connecting South Bend,
Indiana along ninety miles of track with Chicago, Illinois.

Its future must combine the lessons of the
past. And here I would like to invoke Governor James Ray, who foresaw the importance
railroads and discouraged profligate canal
building. We need a “grand system of internal improvement.”
A system is diverse.
A system offers a menu of complementary
solutions to everyday problems.
A billion dollars a year spent on only car
roads is a poor vision of a system.
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